In the light of the hysteresis of video surveillance call video in public places, as well as the current video surveillance function of a single, in order to improve the real-time performance of monitoring, a detection method of human abnormal behavior based on optical flow method is proposed. The foreground regions of the video sequence is obtained by Vibe algorithm and update the background model adaptively; Regional markers for the future by the nearest neighbor method, accurately extract moving regions; Optical flow of moving region is calculated by Lucas-Kanada method; Weighted energy histogram is used to describe the abnormal changes of human behavior. The video sequences of different scenarios are simulated; the experimental results verify the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Introduction
With the rapid development of computer technology, especially the widespread of computer vision research, video surveillance has spread to every corner of life. But in the present, video surveillance is still very greatly depends on the strength of the artificial recognition and judgment, cannot achieve the real-time monitoring and analysis of one hundred percent discrimination, when happen some problems and it can only find slowly in the massive video database, spending a lot of manpower and resources, reducing the public safety and efficiency greatly. Therefore, the real-time detection and video analysis has important significance for intelligent monitoring, the computer "active" to identify and determine the video's abnormal behavior is an important research content.
Human behavior recognition is the hotspot and difficulty in the research of computer vision, most of the research is still focused on identifying the routine [1] [2] , but the detection and recognition of abnormal behavior is relatively less. Compare to the normal behavior, chasing, falling, fighting and other typical abnormal behavior is often contain unpredictable, bursty, no periodicity and some other characteristics, so the method of detection and identification of abnormal behavior requirements with strong robustness. In currently, the study of deviance analysis focuses on two aspects: 1) The analysis method based on motion track [3] [4] [5] [6] , modeling and analysis based on moving target trajectory, so that to determine and predict abnormal behavior. But to obtain relatively accurate human motion trajectory based on accurate and stable human tracking. But due to the influence of the objective environment, this method has obvious limitations; 2)The analysis method based on the characteristics of the human body [7] [8] [9] [10] , the point of this method is to extract the key parts of the human body, the outline and the direction of motion to describe human motion behavior. But in the process of extraction, this method is easily affected by noise which it is difficult to extract.
This essay is aiming at the limitation of abnormal behavior of current research methods with low accuracy, put forward a kind of abnormal behavior detection method based on regional energy flow. Extract the foreground areas from the video sequence by ViBe algorithm [11] [12] [13] [14] , then using the nearest neighbor method to mark the foreground regions; Calculate the optical flow motion region, and on the regional energy flow weighted, through the weighted proportion of energy flow to determine the behavior whether it is abnormal. And through the video sequence that in different scenarios to test to verify the validity of this method.
Vibe Algorithm to Extract the Foreground Object
ViBe algorithm is a pixel level video background modeling algorithm. The idea of ViBe is for each pixel stores a sample set, the samples of sampling value is the pixel value of the pixel in the past and its neighboring pixel values, then each new pixel value and sample set were compared to determine whether the point belongs to the background. In ViBe algorithm, background model for each point stored in a sample set, and then each new pixel value and sample set were compared to determine whether the point belongs to the background.
The initialization process of ViBe algorithm only need a frame image, and it is a process of filling the pixel sample set. For a pixel, random choice of its neighbor pixel values as its model sample value.M0(x)={v0(y|y∈NG(x))},t=0 denote its initial time, and NG(x) is the neighbor point.
The background model is updated so that the background model can adapt to the changing background, selected sample value is updated randomly. In the sample space N, the rate of random probability update makes sample values at time t is not updated in random is (N-1)/N. If time is continuous, after the time of dt, the rate of sample value remain is:
(2) This indicates that a sample value is replaced with time independent T in the model, and the random strategy is appropriate.
Typical Abnormal Behavior's Optical Flow Energy Description
The Calculation of Region's Optical Flow. In this paper, Lcaus-Kanada algorithm [16] is used to compute optical flow. Let m×m feature window's optical flow is (u,v),and in this paper m=8. In the optical flow constraint conditions: Ixu+Iyv+It=0, it can get the formula ( 
In the formula 3, n is the number of pixels in the feature window(n=m2), Ix and Iy separately representing the image gradient, It is image's time gradient. The equation (3) can be launched: (4) In the equation (4), complexity of regional optical flow computation is O(ηN/m2), η is prospects for the proportion of the whole image, N represents the total number of image pixels, m2 represents the size of characteristics window. According to the formula (5) of energy flow.
Extracting the moving target's optical flow energy of the N frame image in the video. E k (n) represent the K sports regional energy flow, v i，j (n)represent the n frame image pix(i，j)'s speed, w i， j (n) represent optical energy weight, W represent movement region width, H represent movement region height. The speed of each pixel in movement region as shown in equation (6) ) )( 
(7) In formula (7) AngelAvg (10) In formula (10), Sum(P)represent the sum of all pixel in motion region; α represent the weight that can adjust the flow of energy. In order to distinguish normal behavior and abnormal behavior more effectively, the weights of energy flow should be selected as large. In this paper α=12.
Definition 2 Unit of energy flow:
Due to unit of energy flow is a reflection of the intensity of the energy flow of target region, so never considering the optical flow, indoor and outdoor environment change effects on moving objects, and never considering the camera movement.
Results and Discussion
Vibe Foreground Extraction. At present, the most commonly used method of regional foreground extraction are the frame difference method and background subtraction method. The key of background subtraction method is establish a robust background model (background image). There are some commonly used method to establish background model: Mean value method; Median method; Moving average filter; Gauss; Mixed Gauss model [15] ; Codebook and so on. Frame difference method does not require modeling, because its background model is the image of last frame, so that compared with other algorithms the speed relatively fast. But frame difference method to light that transform slowly is not very sensitive, and there are some limitations. ViBe algorithm could not only reduce the process of background model, but also could deal a sudden change in the background. When test the background has obviously changes, only need to abandon the original model, reuse the first frame image which has changed to establish the background model. Compared with the mixed Gauss model, frame difference method, ViBe algorithm could update the background more quickly, and need no parameter. The effect is better than the other foreground extraction algorithms. Select the same video frame, and use the ViBe algorithm and the frame difference method to get the foreground image. Comparison of extraction effect for ViBe algorithm and frame difference method in Fig. 1 .
Motion Region Marking. After getting the foreground completely, using the nearest neighbor method to mark the region. If the I frame hypothesis video frame with P motion region, and each region of the center is (12), p=1,2,…,P, q=1,2,…,Q. Use the first p region of the I frame and the upper one, Mahalaobis the shortest distance associated, to achieve regional markers. The result are shown in Fig. 2,(b) (a)video frame(b)Region marking(c)foreground region marking Figure 2 . Motion region marking Regional Flow Extraction. Calculating optical flow of energy through the region marking the motion region. As shown in Fig. 3 , is different behaviors of the regional flow extraction effect The Typical Behavior of the Weighted Energy Flow. Compared to the normal behavior， abnormal behavior usually has a large range of movement, the movement direction of clutter and fast moving speed characteristics, the energy movement in one direction higher than the surrounding; And the normal behavior of general motion, roughly the same direction, the movement of energy in one direction is relatively low. So using optical flow reflect the behavior of moving target. Finding the key choice contains different behavior video sequences in indoor, such as falling,walking,chasing and fighting. The selected video frames in the scene storage noise, optical flow changes and other factors. As shown in Fig. 4 . As mentioned above, abnormal behavior usually has a large range of movement, the movement direction of clutter and fast moving speed characteristics. So, in a relatively flat area of energy, abnormal behavior of the energy amplitude is much higher than ambient energy amplitude. As shown in Fig. 4 , The more violent behavior, the stronger the energy flow, also weighted energy flow is more acutely reflect human behavior's energy changes than non weighted energy flow, and distinguish for wrestling, fighting and other violent behavior more correctly; But non weighted unit of energy flow for the energy change rate is relatively small, could produce false positives or false negatives. The accuracy and speed of video processing to detect abnormal behavior as shown in Table 1 . Table 1 Video frame behavior detection processing results At the same time, this essay compare to document [17] which uses the same optical flow behavior anomaly detection. Fig. 5, (a) Table 2 Comparison result of this algorithm and algorithm for document [17] 
Summary
In this paper the abnormal behavior detection method based on regional energy flow, is to describe the behavior and severity degree of confusion by unit energy flow, so that, to determine whether the act for the detection of abnormal behavior. Inferred from this essay, when the weighted energy histogram energy assignment increases suddenly and the continuation of a long time, it would be judged to have abnormal behavior; When a sudden increase in the weighted energy assignment but time is short, it cannot judge that there is no abnormal behavior. Through the simulation experiment, verify the reliability of experimental results further. But there are also limitations in test. For example, during the experiment, the main places selected in indoor that relatively environmental few changes. And the experiment will be more standardized.
Due to the ViBe algorithm not only reduces the process of background model, but also can deal the process that a sudden change in the background, so that in the foreground extraction, regardless of the position of the camera and its motion, the foreground extraction has certain robustness. At the same time through the optical flow energy to detect abnormal behavior, can adapt to different indoor and outdoor environment quickly, and do not rely on the sample library. Further will combination with other features for classification of abnormal behavior, used in public places.
